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Local Government & Regeneration Committee’s Call for Evidence 
Response from Glasgow City Council 

 
 
1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed Bill? 

 
We welcome the re-introduction of charging orders on buildings as means of securing local 
authority expenses. Securing against the property will aid cost recovery due to the increased 
likelihood of the debt being settled prior to ownership change. 

 
However it is of concern that local authority expenses, whilst a fixed security, would no longer 
have priority over other creditors in the way of previous charging orders. It should seek to 
replicate the powers of such as Part 7 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006. This gives priority 
to recovery of local authority expenses over all future and existing burdens similar to previous 
charging order powers. It is considered likely many domestic properties would already have 
other securities against them thus gaining priority in the current proposals. This lessens the 
likelihood of local authorities securing adequate recovery of their expenses. 
 
 
2. How will the Bill resolve existing problems and improve the ability of local 
authorities to undertake repairs to dangerous and defective buildings? 
 
As for Question 1. securing the debt against the property will aid cost recovery due to the 
increased likelihood of the debt being settled prior to ownership change. However on its own 
it will not improve the ability to undertake repairs on defective buildings. Refer to question 3.  
 
It would also not affect our extensive use of the dangerous building powers as we already 
have a duty to take action under the 2003 Act where we decide a danger exists 
 
 
3. Where could the initial capital, required by local authorities to undertake this 
work, be found? 
 
This question implies a large investment and significant change in emphasis; there should be 
no expectation that Local Authorities will take on additional discretionary duties and 
consequential costs. If Government considers this a priority, then separate funding requires 
investigation. If necessary we would intend approaching the Government to seek capital 
resources.  
 
 
4. Where the current owner is not known how will the Bill improve on the current 
situation? 
 
It is not clear that it will improve the situation although it can be seen to have the ability to 
highlight the debt should the sale of the land ever occur. 
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5. Are there any equality issues arising from the proposed Bill? 
 
None that we are aware of. 
 
 
6. What are your views on a fixed period of 30 years for repayment? 
 
This period operated under the previous Building (Scotland) Act and other legislation. We 
believe it was intended to reflect a generational change in ownership and in general it was 
found to be satisfactory. It can be said that 30 years is too long a period particularly for small 
debts. 


